Introduction {#sec1}
============

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a large and diverse class of RNAs that do not code for proteins and are pervasively transcribed in the human genome.[@bib1] Accumulating evidence has demonstrated essential functions of lncRNAs in several biological processes, such as post-transcriptional regulation, cell differentiation, and chromatin modification.[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5] Notably, lncRNAs have been implicated in the development and progression of numerous human diseases, including cancer.[@bib6], [@bib7] Despite significant advancements in understanding lncRNA expression patterns and functions, knowledge of their involvement in the molecular mechanisms underlying cancer remains limited---in particular, the potential pathogenic mechanisms triggered by lncRNA-related somatic mutations.[@bib8], [@bib9]

Somatic mutations, considered genomic variation phenomena, directly or indirectly alter gene expression, protein activities, and signaling pathways.[@bib10] Previous studies have reported that somatic mutations affect cancer-related protein coding genes through diverse molecular mechanisms and ultimately contribute to cancer progression.[@bib11] However, little is known about the roles of lncRNAs affected by somatic mutations (designated MutLncs) in cancer. MutLncs may represent a novel type of functional molecule with potential utility as biomarkers for cancer diagnostics and treatment. Recent studies have revealed a comprehensive landscape of somatic mutations that affect the expression patterns of various genes to trigger different human cancers (pan-cancer).[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15] Pan-cancer provides a comparative analysis of the genomic and cellular alterations across diverse tumor types and may be effectively applied to investigate MutLncs in cancer.[@bib16]

Recent technical advances in large-scale sequencing and genomics methods have provided opportunities to understand tumor-associated somatic mutations and their complexity across the major cancer types. For example, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project has generated genomic and transcriptomic data from multiple cancer types, facilitating systematic characterization of somatic mutations.[@bib17] The Atlas of Noncoding RNAs in Cancer (TANRIC) characterizes the expression profiles of lncRNAs in large patient cohorts for 20 cancer types, including TCGA and independent datasets (\>8,000 samples overall), providing large-scale lncRNA expression data in pan-cancer.[@bib14], [@bib18] Integrating these large-scale datasets can provide opportunities to explore the associations between somatic mutations and lncRNA expression. To date, no large-scale or systematic analyses have focused on identifying MutLncs and their specific roles in human pan-cancer.

In this study, we systematically characterized the associations between somatic mutations and lncRNA expression across 17 cancer types by integrating TCGA somatic mutation and TANRIC lncRNA expression data. Common characteristics of MutLncs across different cancer types were observed. Mutational co-occurrence analyses disclosed a combination effect of mutations in pan-cancer. Investigation of pan-cancer MuLncs revealed several conserved and cancer-specific functions. We further explored the means by which somatic mutations affect lncRNA expression (i.e., via mixed and unmixed effect processes) in pan-cancer by integrating TCGA gene expression, microRNA (miRNA) expression, methylation, transcription factor (TF)-lncRNA interaction, and miRNA-lncRNA interaction data. Assessment of the correlations between individual or co-occurring pairs of MutLncs and survival supported the potential utility of MutLncs as cancer-specific biomarkers. Thus, comprehensive evaluation of MutLncs could provide novel insights into the roles of lncRNAs in diverse cancers. An online resource to store and retrieve all MutLnc data from different cancer types (available at <http://bio-bigdata.hrbmu.edu.cn/MutLncDR/>) provides additional useful information that should facilitate analyses of MutLnc functions.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Global MutLnc Landscapes in Human Cancers {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------

We generated an integrative pipeline to identity MutLncs and their effect process across various cancer types. First, the associations between somatic mutations and lncRNA expression were systematically analyzed in 17 cancer types by integrating TCGA somatic mutation and TANRIC lncRNA expression data (see [Materials and Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}). Consequently, we identified a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 581 MutLncs in diverse cancers ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A; [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, we considered whether methylations, genes, TFs, and miRNAs participate in the mechanisms by which somatic mutations affect lncRNA expression. MutLncs were classified into mixed and unmixed effect groups. Mixed MutLncs included methylation-related, gene-related, TF-related, and miRNA-related MutLncs. Notably, the majority of MutLncs were categorized as unmixed (82%) in most of the cancer types examined. However, significantly more mixed effects were observed for some cancer types. For example, methylation-related MutLncs constituted a high proportion of MutLncs in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and TF-related MutLncs in uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma (UCEC) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

We constructed circular maps to obtain a global overview of the basic information, effect process, and underlying mechanisms for each MutLnc across cancer types ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Other information, including the p values of MutLncs, samples with mutations, and correlation levels, was included in the map. We further provided an outline of p values and mutated sample number distributions. The number of MutLncs was reduced with higher p values. The majority of p values were concentrated between 0 and 0.01, indicating that the associations identified were reliable ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). For all MutLncs, 2 to 5 samples with the mutations were predominantly detected. For example, in the region of 0 to 0.01, 1,503 MutLncs were identified in a single sample, 2,887 MutLncs in 2--5 samples, and \>606 MutLncs in over 5 samples across the 17 cancer types. Low-frequency mutations also showed significant p values, indicating no intrinsic bias of our method to infer mutation-correlated lncRNA expression from mutational frequency data.Figure 1The Global Landscape of MutLncs in Human Cancers(A) Global map of MutLncs affected by mixed and unmixed effected processes across cancer types (magnified image of the map for STAD). The gray bands in the outer circle of the map represent MutLncs on each chromosome. The dots in the map represent MutLncs with positions of −log10 (p values), and different colors of dots signify different effect processes. Bar plots in the inner circles of the map represent the distribution of p values (dark orange), numbers of mutated samples (dark blue), and correlation level (dark green). (B) The t test p value distribution of MutLncs across cancer types is shown at the top using vioplots. MutLncs mutated in 1 sample, 2--5 samples, and more than 5 samples are designated in purple, green, and red, respectively. The summary of data for all lncRNAs is indicated on the right.

Common Characteristics of MutLncs across Cancer Types {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

We characterized MutLnc features from multiple perspectives across cancer types. First, we analyzed the percentages of mutated samples in each tumor type ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Mutational frequencies tended to be low for the majority of MutLncs in each cancer type. These findings are concordant with previous studies showing that somatic mutation is a low-frequency alteration type.[@bib19] Mutational frequencies of MutLncs were cancer type-specific to a certain extent. For instance, the MutLnc FLG-AS1 (Ensembl: ENSG00000237975) was mutated in 42% samples in stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD) and 18% samples in GBM, but no samples for some other cancer types. Another example, TTN-AS1 (Ensembl: ENSG00000237298), displayed 44% mutational frequency in head-neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), which was the highest for all MutLncs across all the cancer types examined. Notably, however, TTN-AS1 was not mutated in other cancer types, except kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP) (mutational frequency = 0.12). A previous study reported dysregulation of TTN-AS1 in nasopharyngeal nonkeratinizing carcinoma but did not discuss the underlying reasons. Results from our analysis provide an explanation at the genome alteration level.[@bib20] TTN-AS1, a lncRNA located on the antisense strand of the TTN gene, has been widely studied in muscle contractile machinery, chromosomes, and oncogenes.[@bib21], [@bib22] Although TTN is considered a cancer gene based on mathematical predictions, no direct biological evidence has been obtained to explain its role in cancer. Characterization of MutLnc TTN-AS1 may therefore provide novel insights into the specific roles of TTN in cancer.Figure 2Common Characteristics of MutLncs across Cancer Types(A) Mutational frequency of part MutLncs in individual cancer types and pan-cancer are shown. MutLncs with higher mutation frequencies are colored red, while those with lower mutation frequencies are blue. (B) Bar chart showing the number of upregulated (red) and downregulated (blue) MutLncs across cancer types. (C) Bar chart showing the number of non-silent (red) and silent (green) MutLncs across cancer types. (D) MutLncs are listed vertically by mutation frequency in CESC. The colored bars in the map represent different mutations of lncRNAs occurring in a specific sample. Percentages of samples with mutations are specified on the right. Silent and non-silent mutations are colored green and red, respectively. The p values of MutLncs are shown on the left in a bar plot. Samples are presented as columns with the overall number of mutations plotted at the top, and the mutations classified as silent and non-silent clusters. (E) Distribution of MutLncs on different chromosomes for each cancer type (schematic of the locations of MutLncs within chromosome 17 across diverse cancer types). Two examples of MutLncs are shown on the right-hand column, denoted by a red line.

Next, we classified MutLncs into upregulated and downregulated groups based on fold change values (fold change values \>2 and \<0.05, respectively) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We identified more downregulated (61.14%) than upregulated MutLncs, but with distinct patterns across different cancer types. For example, \>75% and 73% MutLncs were downregulated in liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) and HNSC, while \>94% MutLncs were upregulated in GBM. Thus, the expression patterns of MutLncs appear dependent on the cancer type ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).

We further considered whether the somatic mutation frequency and type lead to different features of MutLnc expression ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). The numbers of non-silent mutations were greater than silent mutations for each cancer type, with around 76% MutLncs being non-silent ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). We have provided a list of significant MutLncs with different somatic mutational frequencies and types in cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma (CESC), including CROCCP2 (Ensembl: ENSG00000215908), RP11-309L24.2 (Ensembl: ENSG00000242902), and VCAN-AS1 (Ensembl: ENSG00000249835). Expression patterns of these lncRNAs were affected by mutations ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). MYHAS (Ensembl: ENSG00000272975.1) was mutated in 15.3% samples and VCAN-AS1 only in 5.1% samples. However, expression of the latter MutLnc was more significantly correlated to mutations, as confirmed in other examples ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Moreover, a higher number of samples carried non-silent mutations than silent mutations for 7 MutLncs. We propose that the non-silent mutation may exert a more significant effect on lncRNA expression. For example, over half of the observed mutations of Ensembl: ENSG00000272975.1 were non-silent, and expression of non-silent MutLncs in samples was lower than that in samples with silent mutations. This finding is consistent with the theory that non-silent mutations induce higher-level genomic alterations ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

Finally, we observed that MutLncs in different cancer types show similar chromosome distribution ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E) and are dispersed throughout multiple chromosomes. Overall, chromosomes 17 and 1 were more highly enriched in MutLncs. Previous studies have reported a correlation between chromosome 17 and cancer.[@bib23] Accordingly, we further analyzed the genomic distribution of MutLncs on chromosome 17 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). MutLncs were dispersed along the chromosome 17 region in different cancer types, with some located on the centromere. Mutations in the chromosome 17 centromere region have been linked to cancer.[@bib24] For example, FAM27L, located near the chromosome 17 centromere, has been identified as a MutLnc in 10 cancer types including bladder urothelial carcinoma (BLCA), breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), CESC, HNSC, brain lower grade glioma (LGG), LIHC, lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), thyroid carcinoma (THCA), and UCEC. FAM27L may play a role in the malignant transformation and/or metastasis of collateral tumors.[@bib25] We hypothesize that the somatic mutation affects FAM27L expression, in turn, leading to functional changes that trigger cancer development.

Co-occurrence Analysis Highlights Particular MutLnc Combined Patterns in Pan-Cancer {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We constructed a co-occurrence combined effect network across cancer types to further determine the ways in which MutLncs contribute to cancer ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Topological analysis indicated that the degree of networks follows a scale-free distribution in most cancer types ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).Figure 3Co-occurrence Patterns of MutLncs in Different Cancer Types(A) Co-occurrence network of MutLncs across the cancers examined. The node in the network represents a MutLnc, and the edge signifies two MutLncs with significant co-occurrence. Different colors represent different cancer types. The node size indicates the degree of the node in the network, and the thickness of the edge represents the p value of the MutLnc pairs. (B) Number of co-occurring MutLnc pairs across cancer types. A pie chart shows the proportion of MutLnc pairs co-occurring in different cancers. (C) Two co-occurrence MutLnc pairs appearing in three cancer types are shown. (D) The highest degree nodes in the co-occurrence network. (E) Ratio between co-occurrence MutLncs and all MutLnc pairs. (F) The MutLnc FAM27L and co-occurrence pairs in LUSC, LUAD, HNSC, and UCEC.

We identified MutLnc co-occurrence pairs in which two MutLncs are significantly mutated in the same samples via Fisher's exact test (p \< 0.01). Pairwise co-occurrence analysis for all cancer types (except colon adenocarcinoma \[COAD\] because of quantitative restriction) disclosed 18,803 co-occurring MutLnc pairs, from 2 in kidney chromophobe (KICH) to 8,240 in STAD ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Further evaluation of the specific and common features of these co-occurrence pairs showed that only 0.39% of pairs appeared over one cancer type, which were classified as "common." Overall, 95.9% and 4.1% common co-occurrence MutLnc pairs appeared in two and three cancer types, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Frequency analysis of MutLnc in co-occurring MutLnc pairs showed a range of frequencies, from 3 in KICH to 461 in STAD. A relatively low number of MutLncs displayed co-occurrence, and most MutLncs in co-occurring pairs were dysregulated in multiple cancer types ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). We also detected two co-occurrence pairs in three cancer types. One is GPR50, which has been identified as a melatonin-related receptor related to cancer[@bib26] ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). LUSC and LUAD, two similar cancer types, also shared a common co-occurrence pair. Co-occurrence networks in some cancer types, such as STAD and UCEC, involved a large degree of MutLncs and appeared to have a compact structure. In contrast, networks of other cancers, such as CESC, contained a low degree of MutLncs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D), signifying differences in the MutLnc combined modes in diverse cancers. Next, we calculated the ratio between a specific co-occurring MutLnc pair and all MutLnc pairs, representing the co-occurrence pattern level in each cancer type. The highest ratio was obtained for UCEC, indicating high complexity of the MutLnc network in this cancer type ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E). In particular, FAM27L, which is dysregulated in ten cancer types, showed co-occurrence patterns in LUSC, LUAD, HNSC, and UCEC ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F). However, the partners of FAM27L in diverse cancer types were distinct and type-specific. It indicated that the same MutLnc can play its role by combining with different MutLncs in diverse cancer type. We further observed that most MutLncs only exert a combined effect with particular MutLncs in different cancer types. For example, MutLnc AC108025.2 (Ensembl: ENSG00000230090.1) displayed co-occurrence with AC005550.5 (Ensembl: ENSG00000225974.1) in kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC), but occurred alone in CESC. MutLncs in other cancer types, such as BRCA, LGG, and GBM, showed similar patterns ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C), supporting the theory that cancer is a heterogeneous disease.

Pan-Cancer Investigation of MutLncs Reveals Several Conserved and Cancer-Specific Functions {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although MutLncs shared several common characteristics, analysis of the MutLncs across cancer types highlighted both common and specific features among cancers. Among all of the lncRNAs examined, 23% were identified as MutLncs. We found that ∼54% of MutLncs occurred only in one cancer and only 0.27% of MutLncs were dysregulated in more than eight cancers ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). This group of MutLncs, categorized as "common", displayed differential dysregulation in multiple cancer types ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Although most MutLncs were cancer-specific, subtypes with similar tissue-of-origin shared common MutLncs. MutLncs in each cancer type varied from other cancer MutLncs, and our results revealed both known and new relationships among these cancers ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Among the two subtypes of lung cancers, LUAD and LUSC, the similarity of MutLncs was higher. Approximately 33% of MutLncs in LUSC also occurred in LUAD, which showed significance with Fisher's test (p \< 1.1e−40). However, BLCA and HNSC, two cancers with no obvious tissue-of-origin relationship, shared the most common MutLncs. We further tested the MutLncs in these two cancers for Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment to explain this phenomenon. The MutLncs examined were highly enriched for basic cellular processes related to multiple cancer types ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). We further examined the similarities between LUSC and LUAD via functional annotation of the respective MutLncs. The results indicate that the two cancer types share common functions, such as cell growth and positive regulation of cell development. Some particular functions were also cancer subtype-specific. For example, MutLncs in LUAD were enriched in the ERK1 and ERK2 cascades, which may show different mechanisms between cancer subtypes ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D).Figure 4Conserved and Cancer-Specific Functions of MutLncs in Pan-Cancer Analysis(A) The pie chart shows the proportion of MutLncs in different cancer types. The majority of MutLncs are cancer-specific. (B) Distribution of MutLncs identified in more than 7 cancer types. The bar plot represents the p value of MutLncs, and each cancer type is shown as a different color. (C) The matrix shows similarities between pairs of cancer types. The darker green color represents greater similarity between two cancers. Cancer pairs with the same origin and highest similarity are shown. (D) GO terms of MutLncs in LUSC and LUAD. (E) Heatmap showing all enriched KEGG pathways, GO terms, CMAP drugs, and OMIM diseases of MutLncs across cancer types. The darker color represents greater enrichment of MutLncs in these functions. (F) KEGG pathways and GO terms enriched for conserved MutLncs in all cancer types ranked by −log10(P) are presented as bar plots. GO terms and KEGG pathways enriched for MutLncs in STAD ranked by −log10(P) are presented as bar plots.

We further explored both common and specific features of MutLncs across the cancer types by performing functional enrichment analysis. Additionally, co-expression between MutLncs and their neighbor coding genes was analyzed to confirm the exactitude of the functional annotation, which showed strong correlations for the majority of the relationships ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Most MutLncs were identified in relation to known Gene Ontology (GO) terms, KEGG pathways, Connectivity Map (CMAP) drugs, and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) diseases across cancer types ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). All conserved MutLncs in the 17 cancer types were enriched in a number of pathways and GO terms related to cancer-like signaling regulating the pluripotency of stem cells ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). However, distinct biological processes were captured for different cancer types. For example, MutLncs in STAD were enriched in specific pathways and GO terms related to stomach function, such as "taste transduction" and "maturity onset diabetes of the young" pathways. We additionally detected common functions of MutLncs in different cancer types, such as synaptic transmission, shown to be related to cancer-associated pain and metastasis[@bib27], [@bib28] ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

Somatic Mutations Exert Mixed or Unmixed Effects on lncRNAs in Each Cancer Type {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Somatic mutations are usually considered the initiator of cancer by altering genetic and epigenetic mechanisms, which in turn influence lncRNA expression through various effects.[@bib29], [@bib30] Here we considered two major processes through which somatic mutations impact lncRNA expression: (1) unmixed, in which the somatic mutation affects lncRNA expression without the participation of other confounding factors; and (2) mixed, in which the mutations have an impact on lncRNA expression and other factors, including methylation, gene expression, miRNA expression, and TF expression simultaneously. The somatic mutations may first affect methylation, gene expression, miRNA expression, and TF expression, then these factors further impact lncRNA expression (see [Materials and Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}).

In different cancer types, MutLncs displayed similar patterns, the majority of which were unmixed. However, some cancers, such as UCEC, had different patterns, with the TFs group exerting a major effect. Overall, 82% MutLncs were classified as unmixed and 18% as mixed (including 8% methylation-, 1% miRNA-, 5% gene-, and 4% TF-related MutLncs). We additionally validated the correlation intensity distribution between MutLnc expression and methylation, miRNA, gene, or TF expression to evaluate the accuracy of the process, which revealed strong correlations ([Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S5D).

Some cancer types, such as STAD, contained numerous mixed MutLncs, indicative of the complexity at the MutLnc level ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Three major cancer types, including LIHC, KICH, and STAD, with more than two MutLncs in the mixed effect group were analyzed. We found no obvious tendencies or fixed patterns of upregulation or downregulation of different effect groups of MutLncs. For example, 16 downregulated and 6 upregulated methylation-related MutLncs were identified in STAD, while 2 downregulated and 8 upregulated methylation-related MutLncs were observed in KICH ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, some MutLncs were associated with two mixed effects and showed more complex effect mechanisms in three cancer types. We additionally performed gene ontology analysis on all MutLncs across the cancer types to explore the distinct roles of TF-, gene-, methylation-, and miRNA-related MutLncs ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). In some cancers, such as STAD, most methylation-related MutLncs were associated with embryonic development and miRNA-related MutLncs with the ribosome, as reported in previous studies[@bib31], [@bib32] ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 5Somatic Mutations with Mixed and Unmixed Effects on lncRNA Expression in Pan-Cancer(A) Heatmap of all unmixed type MutLncs in each cancer type. The darker color indicates a greater number of MutLncs in this group. (B) Bar plots represent the number of upregulated and downregulated MutLncs in KICH, LIHC, and STAD. The Venn diagrams show the MutLncs shared among the methylation, gene, TF, and microRNA effect process. GO terms enriched for different types of MutLncs ranked by −log10(P) are shown as bar plots. Methylation-, microRNA-, TF-, and gene-related MutLncs are presented in red, orange, blue, and green, respectively. (C) Two MutLncs simultaneously affected in different mixed effect groups in KICH. (D) Bar plots showing the number of cancer types containing MutLncs. Red, orange, green, and blue represent methylation, microRNA, TF, and gene-related mixed MutLncs, respectively.

Furthermore, simultaneous mixed effects on the same MutLnc were observed, and 38% of MutLncs were affected via a mixed effect mechanism, with methylation-related MutLncs having a major status in KICH ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). The MutLnc RP11-334A14.8 (Ensembl: ENSG00000235563.1) was affected by three TFs (FOXA2, MYBL2, and CEBP) and one gene (SLC1A). MutLnc RP11-672L10.2 (Ensembl: ENSG00000265179) was linked to one gene, ADCYAP1B, and one methylation event, cg14489474 ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). All of the above TFs, genes, and methylation expression were affected by mutations, which further affected lncRNA expression. Overall, these results reflect the interdependency of multiple layers of variation and complex biological processes in determining lncRNA expression levels. Although the processes through which somatic mutations exert an impact on lncRNA expression are complex, we can consider the mutation the anchor that plays a leading role in MutLnc-associated processes. Our data further showed that most methylation-, miRNA-, gene-, and TF-related MutLncs are cancer-specific and that a number of TF-related MutLncs are dysregulated in four cancer types ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D).

Cancer-Specific MutLncs Contribute to Prognosis in Human Cancers {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We further examined whether the MutLncs or co-occurrence pairs are correlated with cancer survival and, further, whether the mutation status could aid in distinguishing the two groups of patients (see [Materials and Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}). It would be helpful to ascertain the potential of MutLncs as prognostic biomarkers with clinical implications.

First, we identified some co-occurrence pairs in SKCM and GBM that were related with survival. These findings support the importance of MutLnc combined events in tumorigenesis and their prognostic value in clinical practice ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Moreover, 29 MutLncs were correlated with survival, and mutated samples were significantly associated with decreased survival in 14 types of cancer ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). For example, the MutLnc CACNA1C-AS3 (Ensembl: ENSG00000256769.1), with 7 mutated samples, was significantly related to survival (p = 0.00796), with shorter survival in mutated samples in STAD ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Mutational features of the lncRNA CACNA1C-AS3 were additionally analyzed. As a result, we identified 71% non-silent mutations and 42.9% variant sites with a C to T conversion ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S6B). We further hypothesized that the mutation affects lncRNA expression via three major mechanisms. Take CACNA1C-AS3, for instance. First, the MutLnc CACNA1C-AS3 co-occurred with 12 MutLncs, such as HOTAIRM1 (Ensembl: ENSG00000233429), which is located between HOXA1 and HOXA2 genes ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). Second, prediction of the minimum free energy (MFE) changes caused by mutations in MutLnc CACNA1C-AS3 revealed significant effects on predicted lncRNA secondary structures, which, in turn, impacted lncRNA expression[@bib33] ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D and 6E). Third, the mutations located on the TF FOXA1, GATA3, and EP300 binding sites may affect the binding of TF to alter lncRNA expression ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}F). Previous studies have consistently demonstrated that mutations in TF binding sites lead to lncRNA expression.[@bib34], [@bib35]Figure 6MutLncs as Specific Biomarkers of Cancer(A) Survival analysis of co-occurring MutLnc pairs: Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of two groups of patients with mutation (red line) and without mutation (green line). Survival days are shown along the x axis. Overall survival rates are shown along the y axis. (B) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of a single MutLnc. (C) MutLnc CACNA1C-AS3 (Ensembl: ENSG00000256769) as an example. Expression profiles of CACNA1C-AS3 in STAD are shown in the right panel. High expression values are depicted in green and low expression in yellow. Co-occurrence status and expression bar plots of CACNA1C-AS3 are shown. (D) Mutation sites and types of CACNA1C-AS3. (E) Secondary structure alterations induced by the mutations. (F) Changes in TF binding sites induced by the mutations.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this study, we systematically examined the associations between somatic mutations and lncRNA expression across 17 cancer types. Global MutLnc landscapes were constructed to determine the features and roles of MutLncs in multiple cancer types. Co-occurrence analysis highlights particular MutLnc combined patterns in pan-cancer. One MutLnc can combine with different MutLncs in diverse cancers. Comparative analyses showed that only a small proportion of MutLncs are conserved and that they vary greatly among diverse cancer types. In addition, cancers with similar tissues of origin displayed higher MutLnc similarities. Somatic mutations exert mixed or unmixed effects on lncRNAs in each cancer type. The strong correlations between MutLncs and survival support their potential as specific cancer biomarkers. Moreover, MutLnc co-occurrence pairs might be effectively applied as new possible prognostic biomarkers for particular cancers.

Cancers are clonal proliferation disorders that arise owing to mutations that confer a selective growth advantage to cells. A number of studies have confirmed the somatic mutations were an essentiality of carcinogenesis and cancer development. The majority of work to date has focused on the mutations impacting gene expression, with limited documentation of indications that mutations in the non-coding region are also important.[@bib36] In addition, accumulating studies have demonstrated the significance of lncRNAs in cancer, including roles as drivers of tumor-suppressive and oncogenic functions, microRNA competitors, and diagnostic biomarkers.[@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40] In the current study, we comprehensively evaluated the properties of MutLncs from different cancer types in an attempt to obtain novel insights into genome alterations at the lncRNA level in cancer.

We successfully determined that somatic mutations impact lncRNA expression profiles in a pan-cancer analysis. Notably, our method could be used to identify MutLncs with both high and low mutation frequencies. The identified associations were accurate and unbiased, since most lncRNAs were tested regardless of prior association with cancer, previously curated pathways, or interaction databases. Our data may facilitate the elucidation of novel correlations that add to the emerging blueprint of cancer in general. Strict distance limits (5 kb from lncRNAs), large sample numbers, and permutation tests were additionally employed to ensure the reliability of associations. Multidimensional genomics data provide more extensive insights into the mutations affecting lncRNA functions and related pathways. Cancer primarily develops due to somatic alterations in the genome. Thus, investigation and interpretation of lncRNA mutations should provide novel and useful insights into the mechanisms underlying the functions of these molecules in cancer. Further work could focus on these MutLncs and their complex regulatory patterns and reveal novel mechanism underlying carcinogenesis and cancer treatment.

Our study identified some MutLncs in diverse cancer types, and we inferred the possible mechanism of MutLncs in cancer development and drug resistance. We found that numerous somatic mutations were located on lncRNA TF binding site (TFBS) regions in multiple cancer types ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). These mutations accounted for a large proportion of all of the MutLncs ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). MutLncs such as ESR1, TRPS1, ERG, and RUNX1 might interfere with some important functions of TFs ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). These TFs all played essential roles in cancer development and progression. For example, we found that some somatic mutations were located on lncRNA SNHG16, and these mutations caused the function loss of TFBSs for TF ESR1 in breast cancer. Somatic mutation in the lncRNA SNHG16 lost binding sites for TF ESR1, which promoted low expression of lncRNA SNHG16. Low expression of lncRNA SNHG16 promoted the overexpression of oncogene E2F5, resulting in breast cancer development and progression ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Similarly, somatic mutation in the lncRNA HOTAIR lost binding sites for TF CTCF, thus promoting low expression of lncRNA HOTAIR. Low expression of lncRNA HOTAIR promoted the overexpression of oncogene Akt and resulted in the drug resistance of Calycosin and genistein in breast cancer[@bib41] ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). This finding could provide a novel insight for exploring the role of MutLncs in drug resistance for cancer.

In summary, the MutLnc profiles provide a global overview of the dysregulated lncRNAs affected by somatic mutations across different cancer types. Our findings expand the existing knowledge about lncRNA characteristics in relation to cancer. Integrating mutational and lncRNA expression data from tumor samples enhances the interpretation capacity of the mutations identified, which may facilitate optimal selectivity of targets for functional studies and the development of novel cancer therapeutics.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Sources and Scope of Cancer Data {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------

We obtained lncRNA expression data on 17 cancer types from TANRIC.[@bib18] Somatic mutation, methylation, gene expression and miRNA expression data on these 17 cancers were acquired from the TCGA Pan-Cancer project. Cancer samples with clinical follow-up information were retained for further analysis. The cancer name abbreviations of TCGA and number of cancer samples are listed in [Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The platforms of somatic mutations across the different cancer types are listed in [Table S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Human Gene and lncRNA Annotation Data {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------

GENCODE (Release 19) annotation files, including comprehensive gene and lncRNA annotations in a GTF format, were used for mapping the mutations upstream and downstream of specific lncRNAs and genes. Annotation information on methylation and miRNAs in TCGA was used for mapping upstream and downstream mutations.

TF-lncRNA and miRNA-lncRNA Interaction Data {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------------

To ensure high network interaction quality, we obtained high-throughput experimentally verified TF-lncRNA interaction data by collecting lncRNAs from five databases (Ensemble, NONCODEv4, LNCipedia, LncRBase, and GENCODE) and identified their verified TFBSs via chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) from the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser.[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47] We defined the sequence 5 kb upstream to 1 kb downstream of the transcription start site (TSS) of each lncRNA as its promoter region based on a previous study.[@bib48] Our miRNA-lncRNA interaction data were downloaded from starBase v2.0, which provides comprehensive crosslinking immunoprecipitation sequencing (CLIP-seq) experimentally supported miRNA-lncRNA interactions.[@bib49]

Comprehensive Mutation Profiles of lncRNAs {#sec4.4}
------------------------------------------

Mutation profiles for lncRNAs across the cancer types were constructed. First, the somatic mutations, which are annotated as confirmed single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), would be screened out. Then, with the BEDtools, we mapped all somatic mutations between 5 kb upstream of the lncRNA TSSs and 5 kb downstream of lncRNA transcription termination sites (TTS). Next, we constructed mutation profiles for genes, methylations, TFs, and miRNAs following the above benchmark method. We further constructed methylation and gene profiles for lncRNAs by mapping methylation sites and genes to ±10 kb from the lncRNA TSSs. Finally, TF and miRNA profiles for lncRNAs were generated using experimentally verified TF-lncRNA and miRNA-lncRNA interactions. Thus, for individual MutLncs, we obtained information on the corresponding mutations, methylation sites, gene, TF, and miRNA profiles for use in subsequent analyses.

Identification of MutLncs in Pan-Cancer Based on Somatic Mutations and lncRNA Expression Patterns {#sec4.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An integrative pipeline to detect MutLncs in different cancer types was developed by integrating somatic mutation and lncRNA expression data ([Figure S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To this end, we first built two matrices (expression and mutation) presented as lncRNA (row) by sample (column). The elements in the expression matrix were the true values of lncRNA expression, and the mutation matrix was binary: 1 (true) if mutation occurs in a particular lncRNA in a particular sample or 0 (false). The t test was used to identify lncRNAs that were differentially expressed between samples with and without somatic mutations. The one-sample t test was employed to identify MutLncs with only one mutation. Finally, 1,000 random permutations of the samples with mutations were generated, and MutLncs were obtained based on permutation p values (p \< 0.05). The t test p values were retained for subsequent analyses.

Mixed and Unmixed Effects of Somatic Mutations on lncRNA Expression in Pan-Cancer {#sec4.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As reported widely, cancer samples frequently acquire genetic and epigenetic alterations that influence lncRNA expression through diverse mechanisms.[@bib50] Accordingly, we assessed the involvement of other potential confounding factors, including methylation, specific genes, TFs, and miRNAs ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). MutLncs were defined as mixed if somatic mutations simultaneously influenced methylation, gene, TF, miRNA, and lncRNA expression patterns. In the mixed effects group, the somatic mutation first affected methylation, gene, TF, or miRNA expression patterns, which further influenced lncRNA expression. For identification of such MutLncs, we initially determined their interactions with each methylation site, gene, TF, and miRNA from the above profiles. Next, we identified the differential patterns of each methylation site, gene, TF, and miRNA via t test between the samples with and without mutations. Significantly different patterns were selected as candidate interactions. Third, we calculated Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) for each candidate interaction pair to ensure concordant changes in methylation, gene, TF, miRNA, and lncRNA expression levels. The process was defined as mixed based on the following criteria: corr (lncRNA, methylation) \< −0.3; corr (lncRNA, gene) \> 0.75; corr (lncRNA, TF) \> 0.75 and corr (lncRNA, miRNA) \< −0.25, where (lncRNA, methylation), (lncRNA, gene), corr (lncRNA, TF) and corr (lncRNA, miRNA) represent the Pearson correlation coefficients of lncRNA-methylation, lncRNA-gene, lncRNA-TF, and lncRNA-miRNA interactions, respectively, based on expression values. The process was considered unmixed when mutations affected lncRNA expression alone, independently of the other factors, which did not meet the above criteria.

Identification of Co-occurring MutLnc Pairs {#sec4.7}
-------------------------------------------

Two-by-two contingency tables were constructed for every pairwise MutLncs vector to determine significant (p \< 0.01, Fisher's exact test) mutational co-occurrence. Coincident pairwise mutation in at least three samples was additionally required for classification as significant mutational co-occurrence. For each pair of MutLncs, we quantified the number of samples with (1) common mutations, (2) the first MutLnc mutation only, (3) the second MutLnc mutation only, and (4) mutations other than the pair examined. These four values were used to calculate the odds ratio using Fisher's exact test ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

Pan-Cancer Analysis of MutLncs {#sec4.8}
------------------------------

We additionally employed Fisher's exact test to analyze specific and common features of MutLncs in pan-cancer as well as cancer similarities of MutLncs. For each cancer pair, we quantified the number of MutLncs (1) in both, (2) only dysregulated in the first cancer, (3) only dysregulated in the second cancer, and (4) dysregulated in other cancers. These four values were used to calculate the odds ratio using Fisher's exact test ([Figure S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

Functional Enrichment Analysis {#sec4.9}
------------------------------

Functional enrichment was performed for MutLncs across cancer types with the Enrichr tool online web server using default parameters.[@bib51] We obtained enriched GO terms (p \< 0.01), KEGG pathways (p \< 0.05), OMIM disease (p \< 0.05), and CMAP drugs (p \< 0.01).

Survival Analysis {#sec4.10}
-----------------

For each MutLnc or co-occurrence pairs across cancers, we classified samples into "mutation" and "non-mutation" groups. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was performed for the two clustered groups, and statistical significance assessed using the log-rank test. All analyses were performed within the R 2.15.3 framework.

Additional Files {#sec4.11}
----------------

MutLnc data of the 17 cancer types can be accessed from the resource <http://bio-bigdata.hrbmu.edu.cn/MutLncDR/>.
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